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TEASERACT

FADE TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE LIVING

ROOM DAYTIME

In the living room Stan, Peter and Dexter are on the coach

watching TV feeling board.

On the TV there is a documentary on the Wright Bros. The

documentary has started. The wright bros’ plane start to

take off.

NARRATOR(V.O)

(on tv)

During the early 1900s , two

brothers conquer the skies with

their invention the airplane.

STAN

(bored)

Ah!!! so board.

DEXTER

(agrees)

I know, why do you have to watch

this show it’s so boring, and

educationally.

PETER

Hey education is good for you and

your brain.

DEXTER

(bored)

But it’s so boring.

STAN

Let’s see how our parents are doing

with their karate lesson.

CUT TO

EXT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ COURTYARD DAYTIME

In the courtyard the Professors are all sweating from head

to toe making their sweat shirts and pants that they are

wearing wet.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

PROFESSOR VIOLET REXES

(tired)

OK could we take a time out to

catch our breathe.

PAUL

(smile)

Hey come it’s just the warm up.

PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

Warm up you call having us to do

push ups, sit ups and squats for 10

minutes a warm up.

BRUCE

Yes thats how I get these muscles

for today.

MARTIN

(encourage)

Hey come on guys you can do it.

ROSE MCSCOTT

I trained my Koalas 12 hours a day.

PROFESSOR SUSAN SMITH

(surprised)

What 12 hours a day, do they have

time to take a bathroom break.

JAKE

(smile)

We usually go into the bushes.

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

OK that is just wrong.

Stan, Peter and Dexter are looking down from the window.

DEXTER

You know what let’s stay inside.

STAN AND PETER

(both agree)

I agree

FADE TO BLACK

END OF TEASER

ACT ONE

FADE IN



3.

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE LIVING

ROOM DAYTIME

In the living room Stan, Peter and Dexter are still watching

TV and feeling bored. Suddenly The Koalas, Rose, and the

Professor all come into the house and seeing that S.P.D are

still on the coach.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(disappointed)

OK this is just so wrong.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

(mad)

You boys are watching TV for over 8

hours.

STAN

(complying)

Hey there is nothing on TV expect

this.

DEXTER

It’s too educational.

MARTIN

Hey education is good.

Suddenly the crime alarm RINGS.

PAUL

And now will you excited us we have

a crime to stop

STAN

Hey I want to come too.

BRUCE

What? You want to come to fight

crime.

STAN

Yeah it seems not boring, it’s

exciting.

JAKE

Yeah dude but you’ll get hurt.

PAUL

Leave the crime fighting to the

pros.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

Yeah if you do what are you going

to do sing them to death.

They all start to laugh at Stan. Stan gets mad.

FLUFFY

Don’t worry Stan. I still like you.

I’ll teach you everything I know

about martial arts.

STAN

(mad)

You know what fine go ahead and

fight crime with out me.

The Koalas all got into the garage. The Koalamoble REVVED

the engine and SCREECHES off.

PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

Stan. Let the crime fighting thing

be done my the Koalas.

STAN

(smile)

Not if I wear a disguise.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF EUCALYPCITY DAYTIME

On the streets of Eucalypcity, people are walking on the

sidewalks, a MEEDER MAID is writing a parking ticket and 2

happy FANS teenage girls both 16 years old walk pass an ally

while listening to POP music.

SMOOTH JAZZ MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Stan pocks his head out

from the ally and see if the coast is clear. Stan pulls his

head back into the ally.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF EUCALYPCITY ALLY DAYTIME

Stan takes out a a crowbar and rust pipe out from his

backpack and a blonde wig and sunglasses. Stan put on the

blonde wig and sunglasses.

STAN

(smiles)

OK now I need someone to beat up.

(CONTINUED)
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Stan turns his attention to the street. A black limo passes

the ally.

STAN’S P.O.V

In the back seats of the limo Stan sees Professor Steel

Skull.

STAN (V.O)

Professor Steel Skull, prefect.

RETURN TO SCENE

Stan go out from the ally and follow the limo.

CUT TO

EXT.STREETS OF EUCALYPCITY ITALIAN RESTAURANT DAY TIME

Professor Steel Skull’s limo stop and parallel parks at the

curve of the sidewalk. Professor Steel Skull go out from the

limo from the backseat. Ivan the Poacher and Muscle Mass

come out from the front. Ivan the Poacher opens the door for

Professor Steel Skull and Ivan the Poacher both go into the

restaurant and Muscle Mass follow them inside and SLAMS the

door behind him.

Stan run right up to the restaurant front entrance and

stops.

STAN (V.O)

Wait... the back door is easier.

Stan go to the back of the restaurant.

CUT TO

INT. ITALIAN RESTAURANT DINNING HALL SAN DIEGO

ITALIAN CRIME CLASSICAL Music in the background. Professor

Steel Skull, Ivan the Poacher, and Muscle Mass all come into

the dining hall. In the middle of the dinning hall is ENZO

ZITZO an Italian American, in his 50s, smooth, edgy,

arrogant, tyrannical, cruel, vicious and has an Italian

accent has white hair and white mustache is at his table

eating a plate of spaghetti, while his 2 BODYGUARDS both

male and in their 40s stand by his side.

Professor Steel Skull, Ivan the Poacher and Muscle Mass walk

up to Enzo Zitzo. Ivan the Poacher pulls up a chair for

Professor Steel Skull, and Professor Steel Skull sit down in

the chair.

(CONTINUED)
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Enzo Zitzo put a fork full of spaghetti in his mouth and

eats it.

ENZO ZITZO

This huge robot attack took a total

on the city, but with us business

men, business is booming.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Us... right, I run the city now,

Enzo Zitzo.

Enzo puts his fork down onto his plate.

ENZO ZITZO

And what is that suppose to mean?

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(answers)

I have complaint control of all of

the super villains in this city.

ENZO ZITZO

You got to be kidding.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

NO I not.

Enzo’s 2 bodyguards pull out laser blasters and Ivan the

Poacher also takes out his laser blaster. Enzo’s 2

bodyguards, Ivan the Poacher and Muscle Mass stand off

against each other.

ENZO ZITZO

(nervous)

OK. I believe you. Let’s just take

it easy around this place, it’s my

mom’s restaurant.

Enzo’s bodyguards put their blasters away and so as Ivan the

Poacher. Stan come up and POURS a drink for Enzo.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(explains)

I already control the British Mobs,

the Irish mobs,the Russian Mobs and

the Yakuza through Yuka Tsukino, so

join me or.

Enzo jabs his fork into a meatball and picks it up.Professor

Steel Skull SHOCKS the meat ball that is on Enzo’s

fork causing it to POP. Professors Steel Skull DEACTIVATES

his gauntlet.

(CONTINUED)
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Enzo stands up from the table and wipes the splatter off of

his face.

ENZO ZITZO

(asks)

And so how would I be serve for

you.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(explains)

I need some chemicals for a project

that I am working on.

Stan POORS a drink for Professor Steel Skull

STAN

(whispers to himself)

Project? What project?

ENZO ZITZO

I have a plan down town and a

shipment is at the docks what else

I need to.

Professor Steel Skull grabs Stan and SLAMS him onto the

table knocking the glasses, the plate of spaghetti and

utensils off the table.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Are you a spy?

STAN

(nervous)

I’m just a bus boy dude.

CLOSE UP: PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL’S FACE

Professor Steel Skull has a made face upon his face. His

eyes GLOW RED.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Fine!!!

CLOSE UP: STAN’S WORRIED FACE

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL(V.O)

But don’t show your face again.

CUT TO
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EXT. ALLY NEXT TO THE ITALIAN RESTAURANT DAYTIME

Stan runs out of the restaurant in a panic.

STAN

(scared and thrilled)

OK that was close a little bit too

close, but it’s awesome, wait till

Big Bruce hears about this.

Stan takes out his phone and text to Bruce.

CUT TO

EXT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ COURTYARD DAYTIME

In the backyard Paul leaps into the air and does downward

karate chop right on a stack of 8 wooden boards and CHOP

them in half.

PAUL

(smiles)

And that is how it’s done.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

But it looks too advance for us.

MARTIN

You get the hang of it when you’re

a black belt just like us.

Fluffy place a wooden board on 2 cinder blocks.

FLUFFY

OK now you guys try it.

Professor Ryan Rexes stand right up to the wooden board.

Professor Ryan Rexes raises his left arm in the air and

karate CHOPS the wooden board, but he broke his hand.

PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

(in pain)

AAHHH!!! ouch, ouch that hurts.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Hey with some practice it makes

prefect.

Suddenly Bruce’s Koala Cell VIBRATES. Bruce pulls out his

koala cell.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

It’s a text from Stan.

Bruce texts back to Stan on his Koala Cell, and puts his

koala cell into his pocket.

FLUFFY

(mentions)

If Stan would like to text someone,

it’s going to be me.

DEXTER

Yeah Stan text Big Bruce first not

you.

FLUFFY

(rolls her eyes)

Whatever.

BRUCE

I got to go to find out what’s he’s

up too.

Bruce go up the stairs to the treehouse. Professor Susan

Smith does a karate chop on the wooden board and breaks a

nail.

PROFESSOR SUSAN SMITH

Ahh I broke a nail.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF EUCALYPCITY ALLY DAYTIME

Stan is waiting in the ally. Suddenly Bruce come into the

ally on his Koalacycle. Bruce takes off his helmet and gets

off of his koalacycle.

BRUCE

(mad)

Stan, are you nuts.

STAN

How do you know it’s me?

BRUCE

Because thats the same wig and

glasses you wear so you won’t be

identified by fans, why are you

spying on Steel Skull.

(CONTINUED)
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STAN

(explain)

You and your brothers say that I

don’t have any fighting experience.

So I am going to prove you wrong

now execute me I’m going to take

down Steel Skull.

Stan pushes Bruce out of his way and Stan walks out from the

ally.

BRUCE

(shouts to Stan)

You’re going to be killed Stan

Steel Skull is a cold blooded

psycho.

Bruce follows after Stan

CUT TO

EXT.EUCALYPCITY DOCKS EVENING SUNSET

MELLOW DRAMA CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.At the docks

two seagulls are flying out from the docks. A DOCK EMPLOYEE

a man in his 30s African American come running out from the

dock gates.

DOCK EMPLOYEE

AHHHHH!!!

Muscle Mass and Crabby are at the docks looking for

something for Professor Steel Skull. Muscle Mass RIPS open a

metal container and took out a container that is marked

XXL-131313.

MUSCLE MASS

I found it.

CRABBY

Good that means we can give it to

the boss.

STAN (O.S)

And that means I’m going to give

you two a butt kicking.

HEROIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Muscle Mass and

Crabby turns around to see Stan is behind them. Stan takes

out his crowbar, and rusty pipe from his backpack.

(CONTINUED)
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STAN

Welcome to Justice 101 your teacher

Nats.

Muscle Mass and Crabby both think that is awkward.

MUSCLE MASS

Nats?

CRABBY

(confuse)

What kind of name is that?

STAN

I know it’s only name I could came

up with at last minute.

EVIL DRAMA CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Muscle Mass and

Crabby smile evilly.

CRABBY

This is going to be good for the

both of us.

Crabby FIRES BUBBLES out of his mouth at Stan. Stan dodges

the attack and roll over onto the ground. Stan is shocked

and worried.

Muscle Mass picks up a forklift and throws it at Stan. Stan

freaks out and dodges the incoming forklift, causing it to

EXPLODE when it falls onto the ground.

STAN

(worried)

I should’ve thought this through.

CRABBY

You think?

Crabby throws down his giant claw onto Stan and picks him up

into the air. Stan looks worried.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT ONE

FADE TO

ACT TWO

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL music in the background. Stan swings

his crowbar right Crabby hitting him in the face causing him

to let go of him and Stan lands on the ground. Crabby has a

mad face upon his face.

(CONTINUED)
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CRABBY

ARRRR that hurt matey.

Crabby SPITS out ACID from his nose, Stan dodge the acid as

it hits the ground.

STAN

OK, that was close!!!

Crabby throws a punch right at Stan but he dodge the punch

and does a counter attack at him with the rusty pipe hitting

Crabby in the head knocking him to the ground.

Muscle Mass picks up Stan and raises him up into the air.

Suddenly Bruce comes right at Muscle Mass with a flying jump

kick attack, kicking him in the head, causing his helmet to

DING and knocking him out causing him to let go of Stan

dropping him to the ground.

STAN

(to Bruce)

Big Bruce why are you doing here?

BRUCE

(explains)

I am here to both save and help

you.

STAN

I don’t need help

BRUCE

And that’s the words from a fighter

without experience.

Crabby throws a punch right behind Bruce, but Bruce quickly

blocks it and does a counter kick attack at Bruce and then

judo throwed him sending him flying and CRASHING into a

stack of 5 shipping containers knocking them over.

Muscle Mass lifts up a shipping container and raises it into

the air. Bruce uses his taser stick to SHOCK Muscle Mass

causing him to drop the shipping container on his head.

BRUCE

Come on Stan let’s get out of here.

Bruce grabs Stan’s right arm and they both get out from the

docks. Stan quickly grabs the container that is containing

XXL-131313 chemical.

CUT TO
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INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE GARAGE.

The garage door OPENS letting Bruce and Stan go into the

garage, while they are on Bruce’s Koalacycle. Stan get off

of Bruce’s koalacycle and Bruce takes of his helmet.

BRUCE

(to Stan)

Are you nuts going on against

Professor Steel Skull and his

henchmen.

STAN

(explains)

Hey I am doing that because I’m

board.

BRUCE

WHAT board of what?

STAN

(explains)

Bored of you and your siblings

fighting crime while we are on the

sidelines just like some worried

dogs.

BRUCE

That’s because we are experience

and you’re not.

Suddenly Martin and Professor Marvin Popper come into the

garage.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

There you are Stan, where have you

been?

BRUCE

(explains)

Hey was out fighting crime because

he was bored.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

Stan how could you.

MARTIN

Yeah leave it to us, you’re not

ready to fight crime, stick to your

singing career.

(CONTINUED)
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STAN

Oh yeah will a pop star still this

from the bad guys.

Stan shows the canister of XXL-131313. He then toss it to

Martin. Martin and Professor Marvin look at the canister.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

Stan this is some chemical you

found, this one of the most

dangerous chemicals in the world.

STAN

And that’s why I’m going to put a

stop to Professor Steel Skull from

his evil plan.

Stan go onto Bruce’s Koalacycle and REVS it’s engine and

ZOOMS out from the garage.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

Stan Wait! Ah forget it he lessons

to his mother more then me.

CUT TO

INT. ENZO ZITZO’S CHEMICAL PLANT DAYTIME

EVIL THRILLING CLASSICAL music in the background. In Enzo’s

chemical plant Enzo and his 2 bodyguards are showing

Professor Steel Skull, Crabby, Muscle Mass and Ivan the

Poacher around the chemical plant walking on the bridge of

the plant.

ENZO ZITZO

(smiles)

You see Professor my chemical plant

is the most advance in California,

it has everything that you need for

your project.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

You done well Enzo, you’ll be a

good part of my organization.

ENZO ZITZO

And I am the one who is running

this plant, could I run half of

your organization.

(CONTINUED)
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PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

We’ll talk about that later.Right

now I need more of the chemicals

for my plan.

STAN (O.S)

But right now it’s butt kicking

time.

Everyone turns around to see that Stan is behind them

wearing his sunglasses and his blonde wig on and holding his

rusty pipe and crowbar.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

It’s that boy again from the

restaurant.

STAN

You know it, and it’s time for you

to face justice.

Professor Steel Skull kicks Stan’s weapons out from his

hands and grabs Stan by the shirt.

STAN

(scared)

OK I want my mommy now.

Professor Steel Skull pulls Stan’s sunglasses, and wig off

from him.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

You’re that boy that the Koalas

have for a friend.

STAN

Yes so what?

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(to Ivan)

Ivan, wrap this boy up, he is going

to stay here for a while.

Stan looks worried and scared.

CUT TO



16.

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE GARAGE.

In the koalas’ garage Martin is on his computer TYPING and

tracking Stan’s cell phone signal. Professor Lucy Popper was

also inside the garage with a mad face upon her face along

with Paul, Fluffy, Jake, Peter and Dexter with Jake and

Dexter eating Cheesy Chips

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

(mad)

Ahh Stan is so grounded when we

find him.

MARTIN

Relax Professor I have a track on

him.

CLOSE UP: MARTIN’S COMPUTER SCREEN

On Martin’s computer screen a RED FLASHING DOT on a map of

Eucalypcity on his computer in the northeast of the city.

MARTIN

I got a location on him.

PAUL

Come on Koalas we have a pop star

to save.

JAKE

(eating cheesy chips)

Right after I finish my cheesy

chips.

FLUFFY

(asks)

Do you know what’s in them.

JAKE

Totally, Cheese powered, chips and

something called Hydro Massadum

388, I don’t what it is, but it

sounds good.

Paul grabs Jake’s bag of cheesy chips and reads the back of

it.

PAUL

(reading the bag)

Manufactured in Zitzo’s Chemicals

Eucalypcity.

(CONTINUED)
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PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

That’s the same place you guys are

going.

PAUL

We have no time to lose lets go.

The Koalas go into the Koalamoble and Paul starts the engine

and the Koalamoble, moving the vehicle backwards out of the

garage.

CUT TO

INT. ENZO ZITZO’S CHEMICAL PLANT DAYTIME

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Back at the chemical

plant Stan is tied to a chair as Professor Steel Skull,

Enzo, his bodyguards, Crabby, Ivan the Poacher and Muscle

Mass surround him.

MUSCLE MASS

What do you think we should do with

him.

CRABBY

I say we should us my acid to bur

his handsome face.

ENZO ZITZO

I say we bust his knee caps.

Enzo takes out his baseball bat and TAPS it on his hand.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Silences!!! I decide what to do

with the boy. I say when my project

is complete, we shall unleash first

on the koalas’ boy band friend.

Stan looks worried and scared with SWEAT coming down from

his forehead.Suddenly the Koalas come CRASHING through the

sky light windows and lands to the floor. ACTION ROCK AND

ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

BRUCE

And I say we shall bust your knee

caps first.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(mad)

The Koala!!!

(CONTINUED)
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Enzo, his bodyguards, Muscle Mass, Ivan the Poacher, Crabby

and Professor Steel Skull run at the Koalas, Paul quickly

throws a smoke bomb to the floor releasing SMOKE from the

bomb. Paul leaps out from the smoke and lands behind Enzo.

Paul throws a roundhouse kick at him knocking him to the

floor.

Enzo swings his baseball bat at Paul, but Paul blocks it and

karate chops it in half. Paul throws a back kick at Enzo

hitting him in the chest, causing him to stumble backwards.

ENZO ZITZO

I think it’s time to meet the twins

, Lefty and Bob.

Enzo raises his fist and throws a right hook punch at Paul ,

but Paul blocks the punch and does a counter punch at Enzo

and then judo throws Enzo right into the mixing vat SLAMMING

into it.

Fluffy karate chops the ropes breaking Stan free, and then

hugs him.

STAN

Thanks Furious Fluffy.

FLUFFY

Come on let’s take you to safety.

Professor Steel Skull takes out his laser blaster and FIRES

it right at Fluffy, hitting her in the shoulder.

FLUFFY

(in pain)

Ahhh.

STAN

Fluffy are you OK.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Not really, the laser I made is a

tranquilizer laser knocks animals

out cold.

Fluffy falls into Stan’s arm.

STAN

(mad)

You jerk.

Stan run right at Professor Steel Skull and throws a punch

right at him hitting him in the face and knocking his laser

blaster out from his hand and pushes him to the wall.

(CONTINUED)
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Bruce blocks both punches from Enzo’s 2 bodyguard and does

split kicks at both of them. Jake is on his

skateboard dodging Crabby’s ACID SPIT. Jake gets off of his

skateboard and press a button on it, causing it to TRANSFORM

into a laser blaster. Jake FIRES his laser blaster

skateboard at Crabby hitting lasers at him. Jake throws

flying double kicks at Crabby, but Crabby grabs hold of

Jake’s leg and slammed him on the ground.

Martin blocks punches from Ivan the Poacher and Muscle Mass

and does some counter kicks at them, causing them to stumble

backwards. Muscle Mass picks up Martin in the air and Ivan

the Poacher points his laser blaster at Martin, Martin

quickly activates the laser glasses function on his glasses

and ZIPS his laser glasses right at Ivan’s hands causing him

to let go of his laser blaster. Martin FIRES his laser

glasses at Muscle Mass in the face causing him to let go of

Martin, Martin does a leg sweep on Muscle Mass knocking him

to the floor.

MARTIN

(smiled)

So who’s the klutz now.

MUSCLE MASS

You’re still a klutz.

Muscle Mass uppercut punches at Martin sending him flying

upward.

CUT TO

INT. ENZO ZITZO’S CHEMICAL PLANT CLOSET

Martin CRASHES into the closet. A ball of Hyper Sticknagmite

on his lap. Martin picks up the ball.

MARTIN

Hey this is one of the ingredients

for Jakey’s Cheesy Chips, if I get

this into the chemicals, it’ll foil

Steel Skull’s plan.

CUT TO

INT. ENZO ZITZO’S CHEMICAL PLANT DAYTIME

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Muscle Mass and

Ivan the Poacher walk closer to the closet. Martin throws a

smoke bomb, causing SMOKE to be release from the bomb.

Martin comes out from the smoke and throw double kicks at

(CONTINUED)
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Muscle Mass and Ivan the Poacher and then leaped into the

air and landed on the bridge of the chemical plant. Martin

then dropped the container in one of the mixing vasts

causing it to BUBBLE.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Foolish boy, you think that you

become a crime fighter just to get

attention.

Professor Steel Skull throws a punch right at Stan hitting

him in the face causing a black eye to appear on his face.

STAN

(mad)

Did you just gave me a black eye?

FLUFFY (O.S

Did you just gave him a black eye?

Fluffy leaps up off of the bridge and goes into her fighting

stances.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

It looks like my tranquilizer laser

still needs some work. No matter, I

shall defeat here and now.

Professor Steel Skull sets his laser blaster to poison and

his gauntlet to full power. And then walks up to Stan and

Fluffy.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Let me tell you something boy, I am

the most evil professor in the

world and no one shall defeat me.

You can just stick to your singing

career.

FLUFFY

(mad)

Don’t you dare insult his singing

career. Time for you to get your

butt kicked by me.

STAN

Wait Fluffy. Allow me to handle

him.

Stan kicks Professor Steel Skull’s laser blaster out from

his left hand and then catches it in mid air. He set his

laser blaster to stun and ZAPS Professor Steel Skull with it

stunning him, causing him to fall to the floor.

(CONTINUED)
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STAN

(mad)

Let me tell you something Steel

Skull, if you must with my koala

friends. You mess with me.

Suddenly Enzo’s 2 bodyguards came right behind Stan, but

Stan quickly ZAPPS both of them causing them to be stunned.

Enzo throws a left hook punch at Paul and then another punch

,but Paul blocks both of them and double kicks Enzo knocking

him to the floor. Stan ZAPS him with Professor Steel Skull’s

laser blaster causing him to be stunned.

Crabby throws a punch right at Jake, but Jake blocks the

punch and judo throws Crabby into ! of the mixing vasts

slamming into it causing it to DIP. Stan FIRES his laser

blaster at Crabby stunning him.

Ivan the Poacher comes up right at Fluffy who is still

tranquilized and pulls out his sword and raises it up into

the air. Suddenly Stan ZAPS Ivan the Poacher behind him

stunning him.

IVAN THE POACHER

I can’t move. What had happened?

STAN

It’s called being stunned.

Stan kicks Ivan the Poacher to the floor. Muscle Mass lifts

a barrel in the air. Stan FIRES his laser blaster at Muscle

Mass stunning him.

Martin throws the last container into the last mixing vat

causing the mixing vat to BUBBLE and suddenly the entire

chemical plant started to SHAKES.

PAUL

What is that stuff Marty?

MARTIN

It’s the ingredient in Jakey’s

cheesy chips that make your fingers

sticky.

JAKE

Awesomongo!!! Wait what?

BRUCE

Let’s get out of here.

Paul, Bruce, Martin, Jake, Fluffy and Stan all run out of

the chemical plant.

(CONTINUED)
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The mixing vats all EXPLODES, causing ORANGE SLIME to be

released and covering the entire chemical plant.

Enzo and his 2 bodyguards came out from the slime.

ENZO ZITZO

We’ve should’ve not manufactured

this stuff.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(mad)

The Koalas think they won, but they

only delayed my plans. Get this

place cleaned up, NOW!!!

Suddenly orange slime falls onto Professor Steel Skull’s

head.

CUT TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE KITCHEN

EVENING

In the kitchen Stan is doing the dishes washing them by

hand, wearing yellow gloves and using a sponge.

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

(disappointed)

I am very disappointed in you young

man I mean going out on your own to

fight a psycho path.

PAUL(O.S)

It’s ok Professor Lucy we were

there to give him a helping hand.

CUT TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE LIVING

ROOM EVENING

Paul, Bruce, Jake, Fluffy, Rose,Peter, Dexter and the other

Professors are in the living room watching a movie on the

TV. Professor Lucy Popper and Stan come into the living

room.

BRUCE

But today was different, he thought

off Steel Skull and saved the day.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

And he is the one who picked up

Furious Fluffy in his arms got out

of there.

FLUFFY

I think it was heroic that Stan

fights Professor Steel Skull for

me. Maybe the next time it will be

me and Stan who go out crime

fighting.

PAUL

(smiles)

In your dreams Furious Fluffy.

FLUFFY

(rolls her eyes)

Whatever

CUT TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE GARAGE

EVENING

DRAMATIC THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the

garage Martin is looking through his microscope.

Martin takes of his eye off from his microscope in shock.

MARTIN

(smiles)

Oh no this isn’t good.

CUT TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ HOUSE LIVING ROOM

EVENING

Martin come into the living room in shock.

MARTIN

(scared)

Guys the XXL-131313 chemical I

looked at it’s not a poison it’s

some type of mutation chemical.

PAUL

So you’re saying that Steel Skull

is making some type of mutant?

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

I don’t know but whatever he is

working on it might be dangerous.

Everyone have a worried look upon their faces.

FADE TO BLACK


